


The Damsel's Tale
Sir Ivan, the knight, is on a quest to retrieve a 

lost crown from the dragon’s lair.
Cinder, the baby dragon, has woken to discover 
an intruder in the lair and must alert it’s Mumma 

to the threat.
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Dragon’s Lair Gameboard

Mumma 
Dragon
Meeple

Panic
Marker

Knight
Meeple

Knight Deck
— 6 cards

Baby Dragon Deck
— 6 cards

Mumma Dragon 
Deck — 6 cards



Shuffle the Knight 
Deck and place it 
facedown in front 

of the Knight 
player.

Set-up

Place the Mumma Dragon 
Deck on the same side as
the Baby Dragon Deck.

Place the Knight 
Meeple on the 
first space of the 
Lair Track.

Shuffle the Baby 
Dragon Deck and place 
it facedown in front of 

the Dragon player.

Place the 
Mumma 
Dragon 

Meeple on 
the first 
space of 

the Cavern 
Steps.

Place the 
Panic 

Marker 
on the 

first 
space of 

the Panic 
Track.



If you are the Dragon player: 
You need Mumma Dragon to SEE the 
Knight. If at any stage the Mumma Dragon 
is on the last space at the end of the Cavern 
Steps and the Knight is in the open, the 
Dragon player wins.

If you are the Knight player:
You need to retrieve the Prince’s Crown 
from the treasure pile. If at any stage the 
Knight is on the space with the crown, the 
Knight player wins.

Start of the Round
Each player takes all of their cards and shuffles them. Two 
cards are discarded facedown to the side (these will be 
picked up again at the end of the round). Players look at the 
remaining four cards – these will form each player’s hand for 
this round.

Aim of the Game

Gameplay



Player Turns 
Each player selects one card from their hand and places it 
facedown. Once both players have chosen a card, the cards 
are revealed simultaneously.

The player with the lowest numbered card resolves the 
action/s on the card they have chosen. Then resolve the 
other player’s card.

This is repeated until all four cards have been used, and then 
the round ends.

Example: The Dragon player has chosen the Intruder Alert card (6) 
and the Knight player has chosen the Reckless Charge card (3). The 
Knight’s card has the lowest number so the three actions on that card 
are resolved, in order from left to right, before the Baby Dragon’s card 
actions come into effect.

Movement Rules
Whenever the Knight moves onto a 
hidden space on the Lair Track, the 
Baby Dragon’s panic is increased. 
Advance the Panic Marker one space 
on the Panic Track. Once panic reaches the fourth space, it 
can only be reduced – ignore any actions that advance it.

When a card indicates the Knight must move, advance the 
Knight Meeple a number of spaces on the Lair Track equal 
to the current level of the Panic Track. However, if during 
their movement they enter a Hidden space, this ends further 
movement (even if there are multiple move actions on the card). 

Hidden
space



To win, the Knight must reach the 
Prince’s Crown on the final space of 
the Lair Track at any point during a 
move action.

If the Knight ends any movement action on a Noisy space, 
resolve the top card of the Mumma Dragon Deck and move 
the Mumma Dragon Meeple one space along the Cavern 
Steps for each footprint on the card.

Hidden/Open
If the Knight is not on one of the 
Hidden spaces on the Lair Track, they 
are considered in the Open. Some of 
the cards work differently depending on where the Knight is 
on the Lair Track when the card resolves.

Mumma Dragon
Whenever an action calls for a Mumma 
Dragon Card, draw the top card from 
the Mumma Dragon Deck and move the 
Mumma Dragon Meeple one space along 
the Cavern Steps track for each footprint 
on the card. 

Open
space

Noisy
space



Once the Mumma Dragon Deck has only one card remaining, 
reshuffle the used cards back into the deck and place it facedown 
again.

The Mumma Dragon is ferociously protective. If at any time 
during a move she reaches the final step of the Cavern Steps 
Track AND the Knight is in the Open, the Knight player loses. 
BUT if the Knight is Hidden, the Mumma Dragon doesn’t 
believe there is an intruder and returns to the first space of the 
Cavern Steps Track.



If the Knight on an Open space on the Lair Track when you 
resolve this card, take the action to the right of this symbol.

If the Knight on an Hidden space on the Lair Track when you 
resolve this card, take the action to the right of this symbol.
If the Knight ends any action on a Noisy space immediately 
draw a Mumma Dragon Card and move the Mumma Dragon 
Meeple that many spaces along the Cavern Steps Track.

Reduce(-) or Increase(+) the level of panic by moving the 
Panic Marker up or down the Panic Track. The level cannot 
go below 1 or above 4. 

Move the Mumma Dragon Meeple forward(+) or 
backward(-) one space on the Cavern Steps Track. 

Move the Knight back to the last Hidden space on the Lair 
Track, unless already on a Hidden space. 

Move the Knight the current Panic level spaces, but 
ignore the drawn Dragon Card effect if the move ends 
on a Noisey space.
Move the Knight forward 1 or 2 spaces on the Lair 
Track. 

Move the Knight forward a number of spaces along the 
Lair Track equal to the current panic level. 
Choose a used Mumma Dragon Card and shuffle it back 
into the Mumma Dragon Deck. 

Ignore all effects on the other players card if this card has a 
lower number and resolves first.

Draw the top card of the Mumma Dragon Deck and move 
the Mumma Dragon Meeple that many spaces forward (+) 
or backward (-) along the Cavern Steps Track. 

Game Icons
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